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Kandagawa Jet Girls 05 NC VOSTFR. Dans un monde oÃ¹ la course Ã  rÃ©action, qui seÂ .Q: get the
elements of 2d list I have a 2d list [1, ['A','B','C'], ['1']] How can I get the elements like (1, 'A') (1, 'B') (1,
'C') A: Use zip(list1[0], list2[1]) to combine the first elements of each of the nested lists, producing (1,

'A'), (1, 'B'), (1, 'C')... Then get the single items that you want from that tuple using extract to extract the
first item from each tuple, e.g. l = [1, ['A','B','C'], ['1']] print zip(l[0], l[1][1]) >> [(1, 'A'), (1, 'B'), (1, 'C')]

print [t[1] for t in zip(l[0], l[1][1])] >> ['A', 'B', 'C'] In the above, I am using l[0] to extract the first
element from the outer list and l[1][1] to extract the second element from the nested list. You can check

the types of these elements by using the built-in type(l[0]) >> type(l[1][1]) >> Q: How to register
delegates with a generic class How can I register a delegate with a generic class, if I have only the type

of the Delegate, but not the specific class? // Hi, I want to do this Type GetTypeDelegate() { Type
delegateType = typeof(T); return delegateType; } static void DelegateTest() { var type =

GetTypeDelegate(); var binder = new Binder(); // This throws ArgumentException: "Delegate must have
one argument" binder.Bind(type, "Method");
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Bold FontPresident Donald
Trump on Saturday tore into

former President Barack
Obama, saying "a lot of

people" were to blame for
the election's outcome —
particularly Hillary Clinton.
“When you look at certain

communities in this country,
when you look at the inner
cities and you look at the

African-American
communities, the Latino
communities, that were
devastated by Barack
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Obama. “When you look at
really the poorest parts of

our country, they were
devastated by Obama.” The
president was speaking to

reporters in Trump National
Golf Club in Bedminster,
New Jersey, before he

departed on his trip to New
York to attend the U.N.
General Assembly. He

claimed that "even my worst
enemies" thought that
Clinton would win the

election, saying Obama’s
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plan to effectively block
websites had to have a “big

impact” on the 2016
election. Trump said he

knew many supporters and
supporters of other

candidates, including Sen.
Ted Cruz, Sen. Marco Rubio,

Ben Carson and Carly
Fiorina, would have been

“beaten horribly” by Clinton
had that not been the case.
The president also defended

actions taken by his
administration in response
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to terrorist attacks in Paris
and San Bernardino,

California. “We don't let
them know we're coming,

we have no choice,” he said
of the terrorists who carried

out the San Bernardino
attack. “We don't want to go
to their house and knock on
the door and say, ‘Hello’ and

then start shooting.” The
president also said he knew
that “Hillary Clinton would
be a disaster as president,”
and that he and Sen. Bernie
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Sanders had "been friends
for many, many years"

“They both wish to see our
country unified, they both
support the same people

and they both want to
6d1f23a050
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